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Abstract6

Stream processing frameworks provide programming abstractions that allow their users to express7

the desired time-dependent data analysis. The frameworks organize the computation as a directed8

graph of interconnected operators that perform event-wise transformations. We tackle the correctness9

question for programs expressed in this way. To this end, we model (possibly stateful) operators and10

define their composition, model data streams with time-stamps and watermarks, define reusable,11

modular operators, and prove their correctness in the Isabelle/HOL proof assistant, taking advantage12

of its advanced coinductive methods infrastructure. We demonstrate the usefulness of our model by13

verifying stream processing algorithms computing incremental histograms and relational joins.14
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1 Introduction20

Data stream processing frameworks, such as Apache Flink [10], Apache Samza [18], Apache21

Spark [38], Google Cloud Dataflow [4], and Timely Dataflow [29,31,32] are widely used tools22

for the low-latency parallel processing of large quantities of data arriving at a high velocity and23

possibly out of order at a software system. For many developers, these frameworks take the24

role of both the programming language and the operating system as they provide high-level25

abstractions that transparently hide much of the complexity of parallel programming.26

Most stream processing frameworks follow the dataflow paradigm in which operators27

transform streams of time-stamped events and the entire program, called dataflow, consists28

of a graph of operators that together orchestrate the desired computation. Dataflows are29

programmed at this logical level of abstraction, yet they are deployed and executed in parallel30

on multiple workers, which can be separate processes or even separate machines.31

Despite their popularity, stream processing frameworks are notorious for correctness32

issues [17,21–23,36,37]. The predominant countermeasure to errors in the stream processing33

(and the wider distributed systems) community is testing [5, 17, 37]. For certain kinds of34

errors, random testing is effective [26]. Others are hard to detect [21] and require specialized35

approaches [23]. But no matter how elaborated, testing remains fundamentally incomplete.36

How to formally reason about and prove the correctness of programs implemented in these37

frameworks? To answer this question, in this paper we focus on the logical level where the38

question becomes: “How to reason about operators and their composition?” More specifically,39

we use the Isabelle/HOL proof assistant (Section 2) to model operators as coinductive40

input/output state machines, the event streams they manipulate as lazy lists (i.e., potentially41

infinite sequences), and to define composition of operators by corecursion (Section 3).42

Stream processing frameworks manage out-of-order data streams through logical time-43

stamps and completeness metadata. Logical time-stamps do not necessarily represent chrono-44
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logical time; rather, they can encompass application-specific semantics, such as grouping of45

data items based on different versions or origins. The completeness metadata informs operat-46

ors when a group is complete, i.e., no further data for this group will be arriving in the future,47

which may prompt the operator to send final results for this group and clean up its state.48

We instantiate our core model with event streams that incorporate partially ordered49

time-stamps and use watermarks [6] as the completeness metadata (Section 4). We define fun-50

damental correctness notions for such event streams, which we call monotonicity (watermark51

give correct predictions about future events) and productivity (all data items are eventually52

followed by corresponding watermarks). We then identify and prove the correctness of basic,53

reusable operators for time-dependent batching of data and incremental computations. To54

prove correctness of an operator, we develop a blueprint consisting of four properties: (1)55

operator-specific soundness, which describes the desired properties of an operator’s output, (2)56

operator-specific completeness, which characterizes what must be contained in an operator’s57

output, (3) monotonicity preservation, and (4) productivity preservation. The properties58

(3) and (4) are crucial for reasoning about composed operators.59

To validate our model we conduct two case studies (Section 5). First, we define an60

incremental histogram computation as the composition of our above reusable operators. We61

show how the building blocks’ correctness properties compose to yield the overall correctness62

property. In addition, we define an optimized incremental histogram computation directly as a63

single operator and establish the equivalence between the modular and the optimized variant.64

Second, we use partially ordered time-stamps, which allow us to model operators with multiple65

inputs as operators with a single input using the disjoint sum order on time-stamps. We use66

this insight to define and verify a streaming relational join operator using our building blocks.67

Our formalization is not tied to any particular stream processing framework, although68

many of the design choices were inspired by Timely Dataflow [31]. Our work is best understood69

as a model for specifying and proving correctness of abstract algorithms in the dataflow70

paradigm. For example, we represent data streams as lazy lists instead of actual data channels,71

e.g., the network layer is not part of our model. Nonetheless, our operators are executable, in72

that we can run small examples before engaging with the formal proofs and test our conjectures.73

Our formalization is publicly available [1]. In summary, we make the following contributions:74

We develop a framework for formally specifying time-aware stream processing programs,75

which supports the modular composition of building block operators, provides executable76

specifications, and is validated in two case studies.77

We distill a four-ingredient proof methodology for operator correctness: soundness,78

completeness, monotonicity preservation, and productivity preservation.79

Our work constitutes a case study in advanced coinductive methods in a proof assistant80

including mixing friendly corecursion [8] and monadic recursion [19], coinduction up to81

friends [8] and other generalizations of (co)inductive proofs.82

Related Work Our long term objective is to formalize and verify a simplified variant of the83

Timely Dataflow [32] stream processing framework in Isabelle. The present work arose from84

the need to specify what Timely Dataflow programs are expected to do, without delving into85

framework-specific details. This background explains some of our design choices and justifies86

why we could not reuse an existing model from the literature. As a distinguishing feature,87

Timely Dataflow uses partially ordered time-stamps to support cyclic dataflows. We inherit88

this design choice, and while we have not yet formalized cyclic operator graphs, our framework89

is prepared to do so. Moreover, we benefit from partially ordered time-stamps when modeling90

operators with multiple inputs. This design choice also requires us to generalize the standard91
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notion of watermarks [6], which traditional stream processing frameworks with totally ordered92

time-stamps use [4, 10, 18]. After receiving a traditional watermark wm, the operator is93

aware that no event with time-stamp t < wm will be received in the future. This notion of94

monotonicity [6] inspired our generalization to partial orders shown in Subsection 4.1.95

Next, we discuss related pen-and-paper formalizations of stream processing. Kahn net-96

works [16] are often considered as the origin of dataflow programming but lack a notion of time.97

Hancock et al. [13] develop stream processors as a programmable representation of continuous98

stream transformations. Continuity in this context means that a finite prefix of the output is99

determined by a finite prefix of the input. Stream processors are a popular example of mixing100

recursion and corecursion and have been formalized in Agda [3,11] and Isabelle/HOL [9]. They101

lack a notion of time and the fact that they include the continuity proof in their very structure102

complicates the definition of time-aware operators. In contrast, our approach decouples the103

definition of operators from proofs of their desirable properties. Mamouras [27] organizes ab-104

stractions of streams as monoids and operators as deterministic stream transducers. We follow105

a similar approach, albeit being less general (representing streams as lazy lists) and equating106

transducers with their semantics using a shallow embedding via a coinductive datatype.107

Mamouras’ framework has a notion of time, but restricts time-stamps to be natural numbers.108

In the context of proof assistants, the Isabelle formalization of the FOCUS system [34,35]109

models time-aware, but in-order possibly infinite streams and operators transforming them.110

Once again, it uses natural numbers as time-stamps. Hinrichsen et al. [15] model the seminal111

MapReduce framework [12] in Coq. MapReduce processes finite data batches in parallel and112

without a notion of time. Lochbihler and Hölzl [24] define in Isabelle recursive functions on113

lazy lists as fixpoints in chain-complete partial orders [19]. We reuse their library of lazy lists.114

2 Codatatypes, Coinduction, and Corecursion115

We introduce Isabelle’s infrastructure for defining and reasoning about coinductive datatypes,116

short codatatypes [7]. The following codatatype enat of extended natural numbers has the117

infinity element ESucc (ESucc (ESucc (. . . ))). If datatype was used instead of codatatype118

below, the infinity element would not exist and the type would be isomorphic to nat.119

120

codatatype enat = EZero | ESucc enat121
122

To represent finite and infinite data streams in a single type, we work with the codatatype123

of lazy lists, i.e., finite or infinite sequences of elements:124

125

codatatype (lset: ′a) l list = lnull: LNil ([#]) | LCons (lhd: ′a) (ltl: ′a llist) (infixr ## 65)126

for map: lmap where ltl LNil = LNil127
128

This command introduces the type ′a llist of potentially infinite sequences along with:129

constructors LNil :: ′a llist, written [#], and LCons :: ′a ⇒ ′a llist ⇒ ′a llist, written ##,130

selectors lhd :: ′a llist ⇒ ′a (where lhd [#] = undefined, i.e., a fixed, unspecified value of131

type ′a) and ltl :: ′a llist ⇒ ′a llist (where ltl [#] = LNil as specified),132

discriminator lnull :: ′a llist ⇒ bool returning true iff its argument is [#],133

the functorial action lmap :: (′a ⇒ ′b) ⇒ ′a llist ⇒ ′b llist, and134

the function lset :: ′a llist ⇒ ′a set extracting the set of elements contained in the lazy list.135

The codatatype command provides a coinduction principle to reason about equality.136

Proving that two lazy lists are equal reduces to exhibiting a bisimulation R that relates them.137

A bisimulation is a relation that is stable under discriminators and destructors. Formally, we138

obtain the following coinduction principle for l list:139
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R lxs lys =⇒ (
∧

lxs lys . R lxs lys =⇒ lnull lxs ←→ lnull lys ∧
¬lnull lxs =⇒ ¬lnull lys =⇒ lhd lxs = lhd lys ∧ R (ltl lxs) (ltl lys)) =⇒ lxs = lys (1)

140

Here,
∧

is universal quantification. An induction principle for lset membership is also derived:141

x ∈ lset lxs =⇒ (
∧

x lxs. P x (x ## lxs)) =⇒
(
∧

x lxs y . y ∈ lset lxs =⇒ P y lxs =⇒ P y (x ## lxs)) =⇒ P x lxs (2)
142

All functions in Isabelle/HOL must be total. This is guaranteed for terminating recursive143

functions on datatypes. In contrast, corecursive functions produce elements of codatatypes144

are total when they are productive, i.e., they always eventually output a codatatype con-145

structor. Corecursive functions are defined with the corec command, where the corecursive146

calls must be guarded by a codatatype constructor, which ensures productivity. For example:147

148

corec lshift :: ′a list ⇒ ′a llist ⇒ ′a llist (infixr @@ 65) where149

xs @@ lys = case xs of [] ⇒ lys | x # xs′ ⇒ x ## (xs′ @@ lys)150
151

where [] and infix # are the ordinary constructors of the (finite) list datatype.152

Many total corecursive functions involve other operations than the guarding constructor153

in the context surrounding the corecursive call. An example is lconcat characterized by:154

lconcat lxs = case lxs of [#] ⇒ [#] | xs ## lxs′ ⇒ xs @@ lconcat lxs′
155

The corec command permits functions to be used freely in definitions if they have been156

previously registered as (and proved to be) friendly [8]. A function is friendly when it preserves157

productivity in a rather rigid way: it may consume at most one constructor to produce one con-158

structor. Isabelle can automatically prove that lshift is friendly by supplying the (friend) op-159

tion to the above lshift definition (and adjusting it mildly). With lshift registered as a friend, we160

can define lconcat, although not using the above equation, which lacks a guarding constructor161

and hides the complication that all lists in xss may be empty (in which case lconcat xss = [#]).162

We refer for details to our formalization, which derives the above equation as a lemma.163

The coinduction principle (1) is inconvenient for corecursive functions that use friends in164

their corecursive call contexts. The corec command automatically derives the coinduction165

up to congruence principle, which replaces R (ltl xs) (ltl ys) by cong R (ltl xs) (ltl ys) in (1),166

for the congruence closure cong with respect to currently known friends, and thus allows the167

bisimulation proof to descend under these friends.168

Coinductive predicates are definitions as Knaster–Tarski greatest fixpoints on the predicate169

lattice [33]. They resemble inductive predicates, but allow the introduction rules to be applied170

infinitely often. Consider the prefix relation on lazy lists:171

172

coinductive lprefix :: ′a llist ⇒ ′a llist ⇒ bool where173

lprefix [#] lys174

| lprefix lxs lys =⇒ lprefix (x ## lxs) (x ## lys)175
176

Any finite prefix will eventually reach the base case; the coinductive bit is relevant here to177

ensure that the definition is reflexive, also for infinite lazy lists. Coinductive predicates are178

accompanied by a coinduction principle. To prove that a coinductive predicate holds for some179

arguments, we must exhibit a witness relation R that relates them. For lprefix, R is a witness180

relation if for any R-related lazy lists either the left argument is empty, or both arguments181

are non-empty, their heads equal, and their tails related by either R or lprefix. Formally:182

R lxs lys =⇒ (
∧

lxs lys . R lxs lys =⇒ lnull lxs ∨
(¬ lnull lxs ∧ ¬ lnull lys =⇒ lhd lxs = lhd lys ∧
(R (ltl lxs) (ltl lys) ∨ lprefix (ltl lxs) (ltl lys)))) =⇒ lprefix lxs lys

(3)
183
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3 Lazy Lists Processors184

We introduce operators as a codatatype, give them a semantics as lazy list transformers, define185

sequential composition, and prove that its correctness with respect to the given semantics.186

3.1 Operators on Lazy Lists187

We define the codatatype (′i, ′o) op of operators with a single constructor parametrized by a188

user defined function, which we call logic, and a lazy list:189

190

codatatype (′i, ′o) op = Logic (apply: (′i ⇒ (′i, ′o) op × ′o list)) (exit: ′o llist)191
192

The type variable ′i represents the operator’s inputs, and ′o its outputs. The selector apply ap-193

plies the operator’s logic to an input, yielding a pair consisting of a new (evolved) operator and194

a list of outputs. The new operator can again be applied to another input, etc. The selector exit195

handles the situation when there are no more inputs. In this case, the operator may produce196

final outputs. An operator can be seen as an infinitely deep tree branching over ′i (which also197

may be infinite): apply follows a branch, depending on the provided input, to the next node.198

It may seem that our operators are stateless, but corecursive functions may have additional199

parameters representing the state. Our first example operator has state: it buffers data until200

a buffer limit n is reached, and then it performs a bulk operation with the function f. At the201

end of the input stream any remaining data in the buffer is output as well:202

203

corec bulk op where bulk op f n buf = Logic (λe. if length (e # buf) < n204

then (bulk op f n (e # buf), []) else (bulk op f n [], f (e # buf))) (llist of (f buf))205
206

We define next how an operator can be applied to an entire, possibly infinite lazy list.207

We start with the auxiliary function produce1, which iterates apply until the operator pro-208

duces a non-empty output x # xs, in which case Some (Inl (op′, x, xs, lxs′)) is returned. The209

operator may fail to produce a non-empty output, either because the input lazy list ends210

(Some (Inr op′)), or nothing in the infinite lazy list causes any output to be produced (None).211

212

partial function (option) produce1 where213

produce1 op lxs = (case lxs of [#] ⇒ Some (Inr op)214

| h ## lxs′ ⇒ (case apply op h of (op′, []) ⇒ produce1 op′ lxs′
215

| (op′, x # xs) ⇒ Some (Inl (op′, x, xs, lxs′))))216
217

The partial function command [19] defines functions by recursion in the option monad (with218

non-termination represented by None). The command automatically derives an induction219

principle for the terminating executions of produce1, which we rewrite as:220

produce1 op lxs = Some y =⇒
(
∧

op h lxs′ op′ zs. apply op h = (op′, []) =⇒ Q op′ lxs′ zs =⇒ Q op (h ## lxs′) zs) =⇒
(
∧

op h x xs lxs′ op′. produce1 op (h ## lxs) = Some (Inl (op′, x, xs, lxs′)) =⇒
apply op h = (op′, x # xs) =⇒ Q op (h ## lxs′) (Inl (op′, x, xs, lxs′))) =⇒

(
∧

op. Q op [#] (Inr op)) =⇒ Q op lxs y

(4)

221

We define produce to corecursively repeat this processes and concatenate the outputs.222

The following definition requires @@ to be (registered as) friendly.223

224

corec produce where produce op lxs = (case produce1 op lxs of None ⇒ [#]225

| Some (Inr op′) ⇒ exit op′
226

| Some (Inl (op′, x, xs, lxs′)) ⇒ x ## (xs @@ produce op′ lxs′))227
228
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3.2 Sequential Composition229

The (sequential) composition of two operators means giving the first operator’s output as input230

to the second operator. As our operators output lists, this requires folding the second operator231

over the output of the first, for which we use the following finite list variant of produce:232
233

definition fproduce op xs = fold (λe (op, out).234

let (op′, out′) = apply op e in (op′, out @ out′)) xs (op, [])235
236

The infix @ is the list append function. The composition operator is:237
238

corec comp op where comp op op1 op2 = Logic (λev.239

let (op1
′, out) = apply op1 ev; (op2

′, out′) = fproduce op2 out240

in (comp op op1
′ op2

′, out′)) (produce op2 (exit op1))241
242

The composed exit value iteratively applies op2 to op1’s exit. The correctness of comp op243

states that its production corresponds to the functional composition of its arguments’ produc-244

tions: produce (comp op op1 op2) lxs = produce op2 (produce op1 lxs). Unfortunately, this245

equality does hold unconditionally: if op1 enters an unproductive state (produce1 returns246

None), then the equality reduces to [#] = exit op2. Therefore, we add an assumption stating247

that either op1 and all its evolutions are eventually productive or op2’s and all its evolutions’248

exit is [#]. To this end, we introduce another operator that skips the first n outputs of an249

operator, but does not alter that operator’s evolution:250
251

corec skip op where skip op op n = Logic (λev. let (op′, out) = apply op ev in252

if length out < n then (skip op op′ (n − length out), [])253

else (op′, drop n out)) (ldropn n (exit op))254
255

Using ldropn, which drops the first n elements of a lazy list, the correctness of skip op is:256

produce (skip op op n) lxs = ldropn n (produce op lxs) (5)257

We prove (5) by coinduction up to congruence, instantiating the bisimulation candidate R with258

λl r. ∃op n lxs. l = produce (skip op op n) lxs ∧ r = ldropn n (produce op lxs)
259

(Isabelle’s coinduction proof method automatically constructs this canonical instantiation.)260

Proving that R is a bisimulation up to congruence yields three subgoals about arbitrary R-261

related lazy lists l and r: (i) lnull l ←→ lnull r, (ii) lhd l = lhd r, and (iii) cong R (ltl l) (ltl r),262

where (ii) and (iii) may additionally assume that l and r do not satisfy lnull. All subgoals263

are proved with lemmas about produce1 that are proved by its induction principle (4).264

Correctness of comp op is then expressed as265

(∀n. produce1 (skip op op1 n) lxs ̸= None) ∨ (∀xs. exit (fst (fproduce op2 xs)) = [#]) =⇒
produce (comp op op1 op2) lxs = produce op2 (produce op1 lxs) (6)

266

The proof of (6) also proceeds by coinduction up to congruence. Again, different lemmas267

about produce1 must be proved, one relevant example being:268

produce1 (comp op op1 op2) lxs = None =⇒
produce op1 lxs = ys @@ lys =⇒ ∃op2

′. fproduce op2 ys = (op2
′, []) (7)

269

We proceed by an induction on ys. Its induction step case is:270

(
∧

op1 op2 lxs lys. produce1 (comp op op1 op2) lxs = None =⇒
produce op1 lxs = ys @@ lys =⇒ ∃op2

′. fproduce op2 ys = (op2
′, [])) =⇒

produce1 (comp op op1 op2) lxs = None =⇒ produce op1 lxs = (y # ys) @@ lys =⇒
∃op2

′. fproduce op2 (y # ys) [] = (op2
′, [])

271
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stream1 =
DT t4 d DT t0 a DT t1 c WM t1 DT t5 c

DT t3 a DT t5 a DT t2 b WM t5 WM t2 · · ·

(a) Prefix of stream1

Ct0 : {a}

Ct1 : {c} Ct2 : {b} Ct3 : {a}

Ct4 : {d} Ct5 : {a,c}

(b) Corresponding set of collections

Figure 1 An example stream and its collections (ordered by their time-stamps)

There is a mismatch between ys in the induction hypothesis and y # ys in the assumption272

about produce op1 lxs, so that we cannot use op1 to instantiate the induction hypothesis.273

Our solution is to is instantiate op1 in the induction hypothesis with skip op op1 1. Using274

skip op as a means of generalization is a common pattern in our development. It allows us275

to formulate statements about arbitrary positions in the output of produce. Namely, when276

produce1 (skip op op n) lxs returns Some (Inl (op, x, xs, lxs)), the value x is op’s nth output.277

4 Time-Aware Operators278

We model time-aware data streams. Events are either time-stamped data items or watermarks:279

280

datatype (′t::order, ′d) event = DT (tmp: ′t) (data: ′d) | WM (tmp: ′t)281
282

Here, time-stamps ′t are assumed to form a partial order via Isabelle’s order type class.283

A (time-aware data) stream is a lazy list of type (′t, ′d) event llist. A collection Ct is the284

multiset containing all the data items with the time-stamp t from a time-aware data stream.285

A watermark WM wm completes a time-stamp DT t d if wm ≥ t. A complete collection is a286

collection from the lazy list that is completed by some watermark from that lazy list. Figure 1a287

shows a prefix of an out-of-order stream, named stream1, and Figure 1b is shows the associated288

set of collections for all time-stamps occurring in the prefix. We arrange the set of collections in289

a Hasse diagram, partially ordered by the collections’ time-stamps. That is in this example, we290

assume that t0 < t1 < t4, t0 < t2 < t5, and t0 < t3 < t5 are the inequalities that hold for ′t.291

4.1 Monotonicity and Productivity292

Watermarks denote that some collection is completed, allowing operators to safely send out-293

puts and clean up their state. If the stream violates the property that after a watermark wm294

no data with time-stamp t ≤ wm will arrive, then operators may no longer work as expected.295

In other words, the time-stamps on data items must respect a monotonicity property, which296

intuitively means “never moving backwards” in relation to the already seen watermarks [6].297

It is not enough to prohibit time-stamps below the last received watermark due to partially-298

ordered time-stamps: e.g., given the order from Figure 1b, if WM t4 was received just after299

WM t5 tracking only one of these incomparable time-stamps would necessarily lose information.300

Instead, we track a set W of received watermarks and ensure that for all wm′ in W , every301

future time-stamp in not less or equal than wm′. Timely Dataflow [32] uses a similar (dual)302

notion of frontiers, which are antichains of time-stamps (i.e., sets of incomparable time-stamps)303

that may be encountered in the future. We use plain sets rather than antichains for simplicity.304

As streams may be infinite, the monotonicity property is defined coinductively:305

306

coinductive mono where mono [#] W307

| mono lxs ({wm} ∪ W) =⇒ mono (WM wm ## lxs) W308

| (∀wm ∈ W. ¬ wm ≥ t) =⇒ mono lxs W =⇒ mono (DT t d ## lxs) W309
310

The prefix of stream1 shown in Figure 1a satisfies mono stream1 {}.311
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inductive mono cong for R where R lxs W =⇒ mono cong R lxs W
| mono cong R lxs (WMs xs∪W) =⇒ mono (llist of xs) W =⇒ mono cong R (xs @@ lxs) W
inductive prod cong for R where R lxs =⇒ prod cong R lxs
| prod cong R lxs =⇒ (∀n < length xs. ∀t d . nth xs n = DT t d −→

(∃wm ≥ t. WM wm ∈ lset (drop (Suc n) xs @@ lxs))) =⇒ prod cong R (xs @@ lxs)
R lxs W =⇒ (

∧
lxs W. R lxs W =⇒ lnull lxs ∨ (∃wm lxs′. lxs = WM wm ## lxs′ ∧

(mono cong R lxs′ ({wm} ∪ W) ∨ mono lxs′ ({wm} ∪ W))) ∨
(∃t d lxs′. lxs = DT t d ## lxs′ ∧ (∀wm ∈ W. ¬ t ≤ wm) ∧

(mono cong R lxs′ W ∨ mono lxs′ W))) =⇒ mono lxs W

(8)

R lxs =⇒ (
∧

lxs. R lxs =⇒ lfinite lxs ∨
(∃wm lxs′. lxs = WM wm ## lxs′ ∧ ¬ lfinite lxs′ ∧ (prod cong R lxs′ ∨ prod lxs′)) ∨
(∃t d lxs′. lxs = DT t d ## lxs′ ∧ ¬ lfinite lxs ∧ (∃wm≥t. WM wm ∈ lset lxs′) ∧

(prod cong R lxs′ ∨ prod lxs′))) =⇒ prod lxs

(9)

Figure 2 Coinduction up to lshift-congruence principles for mono and prod

Streams must be productive, i.e., always eventually make it possible to produce outputs.312

We require that for all seen data items DT t d, there eventually is a watermark WM wm with313

wm ≥ t. This is crucial for operators’ completeness: for every consumed time-stamp there314

must be an associated output. For finite streams (lfinite), the requirement can be ignored315

as the stream’s end represents the computation’s end. We define productivity coinductively:316

317

coinductive prod where lfinite lxs =⇒ prod lxs318

| ¬ lfinite lxs =⇒ (∃u ≥ t. WM u ∈ lset lxs) =⇒ prod lxs =⇒ prod (DT t d ## lxs)319

| prod lxs =⇒ prod (WM t ## lxs)320
321

In Figure 1a, stream1 may respect this property if it is finite, or if there is a watermark322

completing t4 at some later position and the rest of the lazy list respects prod.323

The automatically derived coinduction principles for both coinductive predicates are324

inconvenient for proving some of the properties in Subsection 4.3 due to the occurrence of325

lshift in produce. The corec command [8] derives the coinduction up to congruence principle326

only for lazy list equality. Therefore, we manually prove coinduction up to congruence for327

both predicates using their respective regular coinduction principles. To this end, we define328

inductively in Figure 2 custom congruence closure (under lshift) predicates for both mono329

and prod. The congruence closure predicates are parameterized by a relation R and allow us330

to descend under lshift provided that the prefixed list xs preserves the respective properties.331

In Figure 2, WMs returns the set of all wm values from all watermarks WM wm in a list,332

nth returns the nth element of a list and drop removes the first n elements of a list. The333

respective coinduction up to congruence principles (8) and (9) are also shown in Figure 2.334

4.2 Building Blocks335

We introduce two operators, which we call building blocks, for batching and incremental336

computations. The batching operator creates batches, which are lists of pairs of time-stamps337

and data, consisting of completed time-stamps that were not part of a previous batch. We338

introduce an auxiliary function for creating batches given a list of watermarks:339

340

fun batches where batches [] tds = ([], tds)341

| batches (wm # wms) tds = let (bs, tds′) = batches wms [(t, d) ← tds. ¬ t ≤ wm]342

in (DT wm [(t, d) ← tds. t ≤ wm] # bs, tds′)343
344
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produce (batch op [(t0,a)]) stream1 =
DT t1 [(t0,a),(t0,a),(t1,c)] WM t1 DT t5 [(t2,b), (t3,a), (t5,a),(t5,c)] WM t5 WM t2 · · ·

Figure 3 A prefix of produce (batch op [(t0,a)]) stream1

produce (incr op []) (produce (batch op [(t0,a)]) stream1) =
DT t0 [(t0,a),(t0,a),(t1,c)] DT t1 [(t0,a),(t0,a),(t1,c)] WM t1

DT t5 [(t0,a),(t0,a),(t1,c),(t2,b),(t3,a),(t5,a),(t5,c)] WM t5 WM t2 · · ·

Figure 4 A prefix of produce (incr op []) (produce (batch op [(t0,a)]) stream1)

For every watermark in its first argument, batches computes a batch consisting of pairs from345

its second argument that have a time-stamp below that watermark. The batch operator is:346

347

corec batch op where348

batch op tds = Logic (λev. case ev of DT t d ⇒ (batch op (tds @ [(t, d)]), [])349

| WM wm ⇒ let (out, tds′) = batches [wm] tds350

in (batch op tds′, [x ← out. data x ̸= []] @ [WM wm]))351

(let wms = maximal antichain list (map fst tds) in llist of (fst (batches wms tds)))352
353

Here, maximal antichain list computes a maximal antichain, i.e., a list of distinct, maximal,354

and incomparable elements from its argument. The operator’s buffer tds accumulates received355

DT items and only outputs them (and removes the from the buffer) when a watermark with356

a greater or equal time-stamp arrives. The end of the input stream is interpreted by the357

operator’s exit as a final watermark which completes all time-stamps in the buffer. Figure 3358

shows the output of batch op [(t0,a)] after consuming the stream prefix from Figure 1a.359

The watermark WM t1 causes the output of a batch containing the collections Ct0 and Ct1 ,360

whereas WM t5 outputs all other newly completed collections. If the stream ends at that361

point, then there will be a final output with DT t4 [(t4,d)] caused by the operator’s exit.362

The incremental computation operator appends batches, creating accumulated batches:363

364

corec incr op where365

incr op abs = Logic (λev. case ev of WM wm ⇒ (incr op abs, [WM wm])366

| DT wm b ⇒ (incr op (abs @ b), map (λt. DT t (abs @ b)) (remdups (map fst b)))) [#]367
368

Here, remdups removes duplicates in a list. The incr op operator receives batches and369

produces batches that are incrementally accumulated. For each time-stamp of the received370

batch, it outputs a new batch that is concatenated with all previously received batches.371

The batches are produced without inspecting the time-stamps. Hence, they may include372

incomparable time-stamps. This design choice simplifies the soundness property. Figure 4373

shows the output stream of incr op [] after consuming the stream prefix from Figure 3.374

4.3 Correctness375

We identify four correctness properties of time-aware operators: soundness, completeness,376

preservation of monotonicity and preservation of productivity. Soundness means that each377

operator output meets the operator-specific specification. Completeness means that each378

input is somehow represented in the operator’s output under operator-specific conditions.379

For batch op and incr op, soundness and completeness statements rely on the auxiliary380

definitions in Figure 5. There, list of converts a finite lazy list into a list (and returns381

undefined for infinite lazy lists), lfilter filters lazy lists, mset transforms a list into a multiset,382

and ltakeWhile takes the elements from a lazy list white the given predicate holds.383
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definition map filter :: (′a ⇒ ′b option) ⇒ ′a list ⇒ ′b list where
map filter f xs = map (λx . the (f x)) (filter (λx. f x ̸= None) xs)

definition DTs lxs t = map filter (λev. case ev of DT t d ⇒ Some d | WM wm ⇒ None)
(list of (lfilter (λev. case ev of DT t′ d ⇒ t′ = t | WM wm ⇒ False) lxs))

definition lcoll lxs t = mset (DTs lxs t)
definition coll xs t = mset (map snd (filter (λ(t′, d). t′ = t) xs)
definition set t xs = set (map fst xs)
definition ts lxs t = {t′. ∃d′. DT t′ d′ ∈ lset lxs ∧ t′ ≤ t}
definition ws lxs wm = {wm′. WM wm′ ∈ lset (ltakeWhile (( ̸=) (WM wm)) lxs)}
definition incompletes lxs = (let xs = filter (λev. case ev of

DT t d ⇒ ¬ (∃wm ≥ t. WM wm ∈ lset lxs) | WM ⇒ False) (list of lxs)
in maximal antichain list (map tmp xs))

definition ws2 lxs wm = set (takeWhile (( ̸=) wm) (incompletes lxs))
definition batch ts lxs wm = if WM wm ∈ lset lxs

then {t′ ∈ ts lxs wm. ¬ (∃wm′ ≥ t′. wm′ ∈ ws lxs wm)}
else {t′ ∈ ts lxs wm. ¬ (∃wm′ ≥ t′. wm′ ∈ ws2 lxs wm ∨ WM wm′ ∈ lset lxs)}

Figure 5 Auxiliary definitions for the soundness and completeness of the building blocks

Collections are formalized for both list and l list types, respectively, by coll and lcoll.384

As exemplified by Figure 3, the time-stamps of separate batches are disjoint. Under the385

mono assumption the list of used in DTs is only applied to finite lazy lists because lfilter is386

guaranteed to only find finitely many elements. The functions ws and ws2 represent the387

time-stamps of outputs that possibly happened prior to receiving wm. Here, ws2 is the special388

case for exit, in which there are no actual watermarks completing these time-stamps, so we389

take the maximal antichain of time-stamps that do not have completing watermarks instead.390

4.3.1 Correctness of batch op.391

For batch op, the intuitive meaning of soundness is: for an output DT wm b, the batch b392

is formed by all completed collections with time-stamps ≤ wm that were not yet output. We393

characterize the time-stamps belonging to b by batch ts in Figure 5. Thereby, we distinguish394

whether the time-stamps are below a watermark from the stream. The full soundness lemma is:395

mono lxs W =⇒ DT wm b ∈ lset (produce (batch op tds) lxs) =⇒
(∀t ∈ set t b. coll b t = lcoll lxs t + coll tds t) ∧
set t b = batch ts ((map (λ (t,d). DT t d) tds) @@ lxs) wm

(10)
396

The soundness proof proceeds by induction on lset (2). However, another mismatch with the397

induction hypothesis forces us to generalize the operator using skip op. To finish the proof,398

we use several lemmas about produce1 that follow by the respective induction principle (4).399

Completeness of batch op states that every input DT t d must be present as (t, d) in400

some output batch. From batch op’s soundness (10) we already know that the time-stamps401

in the output batches form completed collections. Hence we only need to show that the402

time-stamp is present in some batch. Because of the exit call, we know that every time-stamp403

eventually will be in some batch, even if there is no watermark completing it. We formally404

state the completeness of batch op as follows:405

prod lxs =⇒ DT t d ∈ lset lxs ∨ t ∈ set t tds =⇒
lfinite lxs ∨ (∀t′ ∈ set t tds. ∃wm ≥ t′ . WM wm ∈ lset lxs) =⇒
∃wm b. DT wm b ∈ lset (produce (batch op tds) lxs) ∧ t ∈ set t b

(11)
406
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The third assumption extends the concept of productivity to also include the buffer tds. Com-407

pleteness follows by induction on lset (2). In the base case, the time-stamp is already in the buf-408

fer, or enters the buffer after one call of produce1. We prove an (omitted) auxiliary lemma that409

if a time-stamp is in the buffer, it will eventually be part of the output, regardless whether there410

is a completing watermark in the stream or the stream is finite. The induction step follows by411

showing that t eventually enters the buffer, which reduces the problem to the auxiliary lemma.412

The preservation of mono by batch op requires an additional assumption about the buffer,413

which may be output in batch op’s exit, and follows by coinduction up to congruence (8).414

The preservation prod follows similarly by coinduction up to congruence (9).415

mono lxs W =⇒ (∀t ∈ set t tds. ∀wm ∈ W. ¬ t ≤ wm) =⇒
mono (produce (batch op tds) lxs) W (12)

prod lxs =⇒ prod (produce (batch op tds) lxs) (13)
416

4.3.2 Correctness of incr op.417

The soundness for incr op describes its outputs: an accumulated batch ab which is the418

concatenation of the buffer with accumulated batches from some prefix of the incoming data419

stream. The notion of accumulated batches is given by:420

421

fun ltake DT where422

ltake DT (Suc n) (WM ## lxs) = ltake DT n lxs423

| ltake DT (Suc n) (DT t b ## lxs) = (t, b) # ltake DT n lxs424

| ltake DT = []425

definition acc batches n lxs ≡ concat (map snd (ltake DT n lxs))426
427

The soundness of incr op relates the produced batch DT t ab with the accumulated428

consumed prefix, and asserts that t originated from the accumulated batches:429

DT t ab ∈ lset (produce (incr op abs) lxs) =⇒
∃n. ab = abs @ acc batches n lxs ∧ t ∈ set t (acc batches n lxs) (14)

430

As for batch op, soundness requires a generalization with skip op and proceeds by induction431

on produce1 (4) after unfolding produce.432

The completeness of incr op says that every t in every received batch will result in an433

accumulated batch, and it follows by induction on lset (2):434

DT wm b ∈ lset lxs =⇒ t ∈ set t b =⇒ ∃ab. DT t ab ∈ produce (incr op abs) lxs (15)
435

The preservation of mono and prod by incr op also follow, respectively, from their coin-436

duction up to congruence, lemmas (8) and (9), but each require an additional assumption:437

mono lxs W =⇒ (∀n wm b. n < llength lxs −→ lnth lxs n = DT wm b −→
(∀t′∈ set t b . t′ ≤ wm ∧

(∀wm′ ∈ W ∪ vimage WM (lset (ltake n lxs)). ¬ wm′ ≥ t′))) =⇒
mono (produce (incr op abs) lxs) W

(16)

prod lxs =⇒ (∀n wm b. n < llength lxs −→ lnth lxs n = DT wm b −→
(∃m > n. lnth lxs m = WM wm) ∧ (∀t′∈ set t b. t′ ≤ wm) ∧ ¬ b ̸= []) =⇒

prod (produce (incr op abs) lxs)
(17)

438

Here, llength is the length function returning an enat, lnth returns the nth element of a439

lazy list, ltake takes the first n::enat elements from a lazy list, and vimage f B = {x. f x ∈ B}440

is the inverse image of a function. The additional assumptions of the preservation lemmas441

extend the concepts of mono and prod to the time-stamps inside of the incoming batches.442
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4.4 Compositional Reasoning443

The operators incr op and batch op are composable:444

445

definition incr batch op tds abs = comp op (batch op tds) (incr op abs)446
447

We prove the four correctness properties for the composed operator by compositional reasoning:448

the proved properties of batch op prove the assumptions of incr op. All proofs start by unfold-449

ing incr batch op and rewriting with comp op’s correctness (6). We note that exit of incr op450

always remains [#], which validates the assumption of (6). For preservation of mono, we inherit451

the additional assumption of (12) which extends monotonicity to the buffer tds. Formally:452

mono lxs W =⇒ (∀t ∈ set t tds. ∀ wm ∈ W. ¬ t ≤ wm) =⇒
mono (produce (incr batch op tds abs) lxs) W (18)

453

Similarly, preservation of productivity is:454

prod lxs =⇒ prod (produce (incr batch op tds abs) lxs) (19)
455

Both lemmas are proved by backwards reasoning with the preservation of monotonicity456

(16) and productivity (17) for incr op, followed by the preservation of monotonicity (12)457

and productivity (17) for batch op, and using batch op’s soundness (10) to discharge the458

additional assumptions of the preservation lemmas for incr op.459

Each accumulated batch produced by incr batch op has some prefix of concatenate DT pro-460

ductions of (batch op). This fact follows as a corollary of the soundness of batch op (10) which461

is then combined with the soundness of incr op (14) to derive soundness of incr batch op:462

mono lxs W =⇒ DT t ab ∈ lset (produce (incr batch op tds abs) lxs) =⇒
∃n. ab = abs @ acc batches n (produce (batch op tds) lxs) ∧
{t′ ∈ set t (acc batches n (produce (batch op tds) lxs)). t′ ≤ t} =
ts lxs t ∪ {t′ ∈ set t tds. t′ ≤ t} ∧
(∀t′ ≤ t. coll (acc batches n (produce (batch op tds) lxs)) t′ = lcoll lxs t′ + coll tds t′)

(20)

463

Completeness of incr batch op follows from that of batch op (11) and incr op (15):464

prod lxs =⇒ DT t d ∈ lset lxs =⇒ ∃b. DT t b ∈ lset (produce (incr batch op [] []) lxs) (21)
465

5 Case Study466

We introduce two other operators using the building blocks, and showcase how their correct-467

ness properties follow compositionally from those of the basic components.468

5.1 Histogram469

A histogram counts a collection’s elements. We compute incremental histograms, which for a470

time-stamp t count not only elements belonging to the collection Ct, but also elements of col-471

lections Ct′ for all smaller time-stamps t′ < t. We write Ht for an incremental histogram that472

counts all elements with time-stamps ≤ t. We represent (incremental) histograms as multisets.473

Partially ordered time-stamps make incremental histograms somewhat counterintuit-474

ive. We recall the earlier example of time-stamp collections in Figure 6a. The time-stamp475

collections Ct0 , Ct2 , and Ct3 result in the incremental histograms Ht0 , Ht2 and Ht3 in476

Figure 6b. The question is “What precisely should Ht5 count and how to compute it?”477

since it has two immediate predecessor incremental histograms Ht2 and Ht3 that moreover478

share Ht0 as their predecessor. Here, we use as our specification the variant that counts479

every included collection only once: Ht5 = Ct0 + Ct2 + Ct3 + Ct5 . A similar example is480
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Ct0 : {a}

Ct1 : {c} Ct2 : {b} Ct3 : {a}

Ct4 : {d} Ct5 : {a,c}

(a) Collections in a partial order

Ht0 : {a}

Ht1 : {c, a} Ht2 : {b, a} Ht3 : {a, a}

Ht4 : {a,c,d} Ht5 : {a,a,a,b,c}

(b) Computed incremental histograms

Figure 6 Computing incremental histograms in partial order

present1 in the Rust implementation of Differential Dataflow [2,28,30], a library for differ-481

ential computation built on top of Timely Dataflow. There, pairs of numbers are used as482

the partially ordered time-stamps, whereas we work with an arbitrary partial order. (In483

our formalization, we additionally verify the more complex specification variant in which484

Ht5 = Ht2 + Ht3 + Ct5 = Ct0 + Ct0 + Ct2 + Ct3 + Ct5 .)485

An implementation of our specification using incr batch op collects the data with time-486

stamps ≤ t from the accumulated batches at time-stamp t. It needs to compute the histogram487

for each newly accumulated batch. Without further assumptions on the partial order, any488

efficient implementation of this incremental histogram specification must keep track of all489

previous incremental histograms, not only maximal ones. For example, in Figure 6a a new490

collection with time-stamp t6 > t0 could show up with t6 being incomparable to all other491

time-stamps. To compute Ht6 , we must thus have access to Ht0 (or Ct0).492

Our specification sums all collections with time-stamps less or equal than a given t. We use493

the generic set summation sum :: ′a set ⇒ (′a ⇒ ′b) ⇒ ′b :: comm monoid add for commut-494

ative monoids (here multisets). We also introduce summation for finite accumulated batches.495

496

definition S lcoll lxs t = sum (ts lxs t) (lcoll lxs)497

definition S coll t xs = sum {t′ ∈ set xs. t′ ≤ t} (coll xs)498
499

To transform the accumulated batches from incr batch op, we use the following time-aware500

map operator and define the incremental histogram operator by composition:501

502

corec map op where map op f = Logic (λev. case ev of503

WM wm ⇒ (map op f, [WM wm]) | DT t d ⇒ (map op f, [DT t (f t d)]))504

definition ihist op tds abs = comp op (incr batch op tds abs) (map op S coll)505
506

From the preservation of mono (18) and prod (19) for incr batch op and map op (omitted),507

both preservation properties are also derived for ihist op. The soundness and completeness508

of the incremental histogram, simplified to use empty buffers, are:509

mono lxs W =⇒ DT t H ∈ lset (produce (ihist op [] []) lxs) =⇒ H = S lcoll lxs t (22)
prod lxs =⇒ DT t d ∈ lset lxs =⇒ ∃H. DT t H ∈ lset (produce (ihist op [] []) lxs) (23)

510

They follow by incr batch op’s soundness (20) and completeness (21), respectively.511

When time-stamps are natural numbers, an efficient implementation of incremental histo-512

grams will compute each Ht by summing the last stored incremental histogram Ht−1 with the513

newest completed time-stamp collection Ct after seeing WM t. This is efficient because the last514

histogram has been already computed. In contrast, our generic incremental histogram is ineffi-515

cient: it has a buffer that is never cleaned, and it recomputes the entire histogram for each accu-516

1 https://github.com/TimelyDataflow/differential-dataflow/blob/250e9c2ad2e9/examples/
multitemporal.rs

https://github.com/TimelyDataflow/differential-dataflow/blob/250e9c2ad2e9/examples/multitemporal.rs
https://github.com/TimelyDataflow/differential-dataflow/blob/250e9c2ad2e9/examples/multitemporal.rs
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corec ihist op′ where ihist op′ H buf = Logic (λev. case ev of
DT (t:: ::linorder) d ⇒ (ihist op′ H (buf @ [(t, d)]), [])
| WM wm ⇒ if ∃(t, d) ∈ set buf . t ≤ wm

then let out = [(t, ) ← buf. t ≤ wm]; buf′ = [(t, ) ← buf. t > wm];
tss = remdups ((map fst out));
Hs = map (λt. DT t (H + (mset (map snd [(t′ ) ← out. t′ ≤ t])))) tss in

(ihist op′ (H + (mset (map snd out))) buf′, Hs @ [WM wm])
else (ihist op′ H buf, []))

(llist of (map (λt. DT t (H + mset (map snd [(t′, ) ← buf. t′ ≤ t])))
(remdups (map fst buf))))

Figure 7 Efficient incremental histogram operator

produce (ihist op′ [] []) DT 1 a WM 1 DT 0 a WM 0 = DT 1 {a} WM 1 DT 0 {a, a} WM 0

produce (ihist op [] []) DT 1 a WM 1 DT 0 a WM 0 = DT 1 {a} WM 1 DT 0 {a} WM 0

Figure 8 Difference between ihist op′ and ihist op

mulated batch from scratch. We optimize the incremental histogram computation, in Figure 7,517

for a totally ordered (linorder typeclass) time-stamp type. The optimized operator has two518

buffers: the first one keeps the last histogram (which makes sense for a total order); the second519

one keeps the tuples not output yet. When new histograms are output, the operator replaces520

the last stored histogram with the most recent one. The two implementations are equivalent521

when applied to streams with totally ordered time-stamps respecting mono. Figure 8 demon-522

strates that the implementations differ when the input is not monotone. The ihist op′ operator523

counts all previously seen events which it stores in its state H, whereas ihist op is aware of524

all time-stamps because it uses accumulated batches including all previous time-stamps.525

We show that the two operators produce the same results for monotone inputs:526

mono lxs W =⇒ (∀t ∈ set t abs. ∃wm ∈ W. t ≤ wm) =⇒
(∀t ∈ set t tds. ∀wm ∈ W. t > wm) =⇒
produce (ihist op′ (mset (map snd abs)) tds) lxs = produce (ihist op tds abs) lxs

(24)
527

Instead of directly proving this equality, we define a coinductive predicate between528

operators that holds if they produce the same outputs when applied to the same monotone529

input. The relation, similarly to mono, uses a set W of seen watermarks, and coinductively530

checks that the time-stamp of the next event is not smaller or equal than any time-stamp in W:531

532

definition eq op lifted ev W op1 op2 R = exit op1 = exit op2 ∧ (case ev of533

DT t d ⇒ (∀wm ∈ W. ¬ t ≤ wm) =⇒ rel prod (R W) (=) (apply op1 ev) (apply op2 ev)534

| WM wm ⇒ rel prod (R ({wm} ∪ W)) (=) (apply op1 ev) (apply op2 ev))535

coinductive eq op where (∀ev. eq op lifted ev W op1 op2 eq op) =⇒ eq op W op1 op2536
537

Here, rel prod relates the elements of two pairs point-wise using the given relations. The538

coinduction principle of eq op is:539

(
∧

W op1 op2 ev. R W op1 op2 =⇒ eq op lifted ev W op1 op2 R) =⇒
R W op1 op2 =⇒ eq op W op1 op2

(25)
540

The relation eq op is a reasonable equivalence of operators: two operators related by541

eq op generate the same outputs via produce when applied to the same monotone input:542

mono lxs W=⇒ eq op W op1 op2 =⇒ produce op1 lxs = produce op2 lxs (26)
543
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This fact follows by the coinduction up to congruence (1). Finally, we prove that our two544

histogram implementations are related using the coinduction principle for eq op (25):545

∀t ∈ set t abs. ∃wm ∈ W. t ≤ wm =⇒ ∀t ∈ set t tds. ∀wm ∈ W . t > wm =⇒
eq op W (ihist op′ (mset (map snd abs)) tds) (ihist op tds abs) (27)

546

Combining this fact with the soundness of eq op (26) implies our desired property (24).547

Our incremental histogram operators are executable using the lazy evaluation library548

by Lochbihler and Stoop [25]. In particular, our definitions do not use any non-executable549

constants such as quantifiers over infinite domains. Furthermore, produce has code equations,550

which enables code generation [14]. Naturally, when working with infinite input lazy lists,551

one can only observe finite prefixes of the output in finite time, e.g., by using ltake DT.552

5.2 Join553

Our second case study illustrates how multiple disjoint time-aware data streams can be repres-554

ented by a single one, which allows us to define operators with multiple inputs. The operator,555

defined in Figure 9, joins data items using a given join :: ′a ⇒ ′a ⇒ ′b option function, and556

uses the sum type ′t + ′t as its time-stamp type: an input with time-stamp Inl t1 is inter-557

preted as coming the first data stream, whereas time-stamp Inr t2 originates from the second558

data stream. We use the point-wise partial order on sum types as the order for our definition.559

That is, Inl t1 is not related to any Inr t2, and Inl t1 ≤ Inl t2 iff t1 ≤ t2 (and similarly for Inr).560

Once again, we use the incr batch op operator, so that we only need to define how to com-561

pute the results from the accumulated batches. In Figure 9, we apply join list to each accumu-562

lated batch, which combines Inl and Inr tuples when they share the same time-stamp, and apply563

the provided join function to all possible combinations. Each joined result is output as an in-564

dividual data item by the flatten operator flatten op, which transforms batches into individual565

data items assigning the time-stamp t from DT t b to each element in the batch b. Finally, we566

remove the sum type from the output time-stamps using the union operator union op, which567

outputs watermarks as soon they are identified as producible, meaning that a greater or equal568

watermark on the opposite side was already consumed. This identification is relevant for the569

preservation of mono, as it is only safe to output a watermark wm after the data on both sides570

is completed for it. The operator union op has two buffers: the first keeps track of watermarks571

not identified as producible yet; the second denotes the maximal antichain of seen watermarks.572

Figure 10 shows the four correctness properties of join op with empty initial buffers to sim-573

plify the involved assumptions. The first two (soundness and completeness) express, respect-574

ively, that each joined item is the result of joining elements from different sides of the input575

data stream, and that every pair of items that can be joined will generate an item in the output.576

Both proofs follow similarly to the soundness (22) and completeness (23) of ihist op. Preserva-577

tion of prod for join op assumes all incoming watermarks to be producible. Under this assump-578

tion, all watermarks will be output. Our proofs rely on four correctness properties of union op579

(omitted), that resemble in terms of additional assumptions closely the properties of join op.580

6 Conclusion581

We used the Isabelle/HOL proof assistant to model (possibly non-terminating) time-aware582

data stream processing. We identified two essential building block operators for batching and583

incremental computations, which we reused in two case studies. Moreover, we established584

the correctness for our operators, combining induction and coinduction. The correctness of585

composed operators follows compositionally from the building block operators’ correctness.586
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corec flatten op where
flatten op = Logic (λev. case ev of WM wm ⇒ (flatten op, [WM wm])
| DT t d ⇒ (flatten op, map (DT t) d)) [#]

definition join list where
join list join st xs = (let t = case sum id id st;
lefts = map filter (λ(v, d). case v of Inr ⇒ None
| Inl t′ ⇒ if t = t′ then Some d else None) xs;

rights = map filter (λ(v, d). case v of Inl ⇒ None
| Inr t′ ⇒ if t = t′ then Some d else None) xs in

concat (map (λd1 . map filter (λd2 . join d1 d2) rights) lefts))
definition producible wm MA = (∃wm′ ∈ MA. wm ≤ case sum Inr Inl wm′)
corec union op where union op wms MA = Logic (λ ev. case ev of

DT t d ⇒ (union op wms MA, [DT (case sum id id t) d])
| WM wm ⇒ let MA′ = maximal antichain set (insert wm MA) ;

prds = {wm′ ∈ set (wm # wms). producible wm′ MA′};
(union op [wm′ ← wm # wms. wm′ /∈ prds] MA′,
map (case sum WM WM) [wm′ ← wm # wms. wm′ ∈ prds])) [#]

definition join op tds abs wms MA join = comp op (comp op (incr batch op tds abs)
(comp op (map op (join list join)) flatten op)) (union op wms MA)

Figure 9 Flatten, union, and join operators

mono lxs W =⇒ DT t d ∈ lset (produce (join op [] [] [] {} join) lxs) =⇒
∃d1 d2. join d1 d2 = Some d ∧ d1 ∈ set (DTs lxs (Inl t)) ∧ d2 ∈ set (DTs lxs (Inr t)) (28)

mono lxs W =⇒ prod lxs =⇒ DT (Inl t) d1 ∈ lset lxs =⇒ DT (Inr t) d2 ∈ lset lxs =⇒
join d1 d2 = Some d =⇒ DT t d ∈ lset (produce (join op [] [] [] {} join) lxs) (29)

mono lxs {} =⇒ mono (produce (join op [] [] [] {} join)) {} (30)
prod lxs =⇒ ∀wm ∈ vimage WM (lset lxs). producible wm (vimage WM (lset lxs)) =⇒
prod (produce (join op [] [] [] {} join)) (31)

Figure 10 Correctness properties of join op

We further introduced a reusable generalization technique using the skip op operator that587

allows (co)inductive reasoning about elements at arbitrary positions.588

We benefited from Isabelle’s infrastructure for coinductive predicates, codatatypes, and589

corecursive functions, especially the support for friendly corecursion and monadic recursion590

and associated reasoning principles. A point for future work for Isabelle’s developers could be591

to automatically derive coinduction up to congruence principles for coinductive predicates such592

as our manually derived principles (8) and (9). Our formalization amounts to around 17 000593

lines of definitions and proofs. Of these, the heavy lifting happens for basic libraries (6 000)594

and reusable operators (9 000) with batch op being the main culprit (5 000). In contrast,595

compositional reasoning in our case studies (Section 5) benefits from this groundwork (2 000).596

As future work, we want to use partially-ordered time-stamps to introduce a feedback597

loop operator as in the Timely Dataflow stream processing framework [29,31, 32]. Moreover,598

we currently do not support parallelism. A long-term goal to extend operators with a notion599

of workers they run on, which will enable us to distribute the input stream across workers as600

in Timely Dataflow and reason about the correctness of the resulting distributed streaming601

computation. Our formalization is executable, but it is not efficient because relies on the code602

extraction to purely functional languages. We plan to connect our work to the Isabelle-LLVM603

refinement framework [20] to obtain efficient executable operators.604
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